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scholarship Competition
To Close O n November 1
November 1, 1956 Is the closing
dale of the competitions for United
States Government educational exchange grants for graduate study
abroad, it was announced today by
Kenneth Holland. President of the
Institute of International Education.
New York City. One month remains
in which to apply for awards under
the Fulbright and Buenos Aires Convention Programs for the 1957-58
academic year.
Scholarship application blanks and
a brochure describing the overseas
study awards are available in the
offices of Fulbright advisers on college and university campuses. Applicants enrolled at academic institutions must abide by the submission
deadlines established by their respective Fulbright advisers.
The programs under the Fulbright
Act and the Buenos Aires Convention
for the Promotion of Inter-American
Cultural Relations are part of the
international educational exchange
activities of the Department of State.
They will give almost 1.000 American citizens the chance to study
abroad during the 1957-58 academic
year. Since the establishment of the
program in 1947. over 5,500 American students have received grants
for study.
Countries where U . S. graduate
students may study under the Fulbright Program are Australia, Aus
tria, Belgium and Luxembourg, Burma, Chile. Denmark. Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, India, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, the Philippines and the United

97%
O f S e n i o r C l a s s
V o t e s
A s b r e n n a n Is
re-elected

Kingdom. In the Asian countries—
Burma. India, Japan and the Philippines, as well as in Greece, only a
limited number of grants are available, and mature graduate candidates
are preferred Special provision is
made in the German program for 25
grants to American graduate students who will serve as English language assistants in secondary schools.

Frank
Brennan of Waterbury,
Connecticut, was re-elected president
of the Class of 1957 last Wednesday
following one of the most spirited
campaigns waged on the campus of
Providence College.
Ninety seven percent of the class
voted and also elected James Flannery of Wilmette, Illinois, as vicepresident; Edward T. Ferry of Cranston as secretary, and William J.
Devine of Quincy. Massachusetts, as

Countries
participating
in
the
Buenos Aires Convention Program
arc Bolivia, Brazil, Chile. Colombia,
Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic. Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras.
Nicaragua. Panama, Paraguay, Peru
and Venezuela.
Eligibility requirements for these
foreign study fellowships are; United
States citizenship; a college degree
or its equivalent at the time the
award is to be taken up; knowledge
of the language of the country of
application sufficient to carry on the
proposed study; and good health.
Preference is given to applicants not
more than 35 years of age.

Frank Brennan

Debate To Be Held
Today At 3:45 P.M.

Final selection of Fulbright grantees is made by the Board of Foreign
Scholarships, ten leading educators
and educational administrators appointed by the President of the
United Stales. The Institute of International Education has been designated by the Board and the Department of State to screen applications
for study abroad. Under the Buenos
Aires Convention, the Institute makes
the preliminary recommendation of
candidates, with the governments of
the cooperating countries making the
(Continued on Page 3)

By Howard Lipsey
This afternoon, at 3:45 in Room
300 of II.ii kin- Hall, a debate, participated in by members of the P. C.
Barristers, will be held in preparation
for entrance into major inter-collegiate competion.
Mr. Shaw and Mr. Da Ponte, debating the negative side, will oppose
(Continued on Page 8)

Frosh Win Tug Of War
And Toss Beanies Away
By Dick Wolfe
The second annual Tug of War
sponsored by the Student Congress
and involving the Freshman and
Sophomore Classes was held last
Thursday afternoon, October 18, at
Hendricken Field. Once again the
Freshman were victorious; no longer
did they have to wear their beanies.
This can be said to prove one thing,
"in order to win. ya gotta have pull."
The Frosh are now officially inaugurated into Providence College.
During last year's Tug of War the
rope was broken twice, simply because of the overburden of weight
stressed upon it Two physics students, through scientific investigation,
came to the conclusion that only
thirty men from each class could
participate.
Reverends
John
P.
Reid, O P , Sophomore Class Mod
erator, and Charles B. Quirk, O P ,
Moderator of the Freshmen, each
hand picked the thirty heaviest men

Although urged on by their (lass moderator Father
Reid. O.P., the Sophomore Class faltered and lost

Brennan polled an even 100 votes
in the three-cornered fight for the
presidency Brennan, running as an
independent defeated Anthony De
Berardino by 10 votes and Ernest Bergeron by 20 votes. De Berardino had
the hacking of the Dominicratic
Party and had held the position of
president during his freshman and
sophomore years. Bergeron, a newcomer to Providence College politics,
also ran as an independent

1

Gilligan. last year's class treasurer.
Both candidates were independents
although Ferry was endorsed by the
Dominicratic Party
Bill Devine won the race for treasurer with a plurality of 27 votes over
his nearest opponent, John A Murphy of the Dominicratic Party. Devine had 127 votes and 100 cast ballots in favor of Murphy. Arnie Sarazen was third with 41 votes.
The ninety-seven percent that voted
was the highest percentage attained
by the Class of 1957 in any of its
elections during the past three years
The percentage was attained as 270
of 276 seniors voted.

Autumn Festival
To Be Held Nov. 3

The Carolan Club will usher in the
start of this year's social season by
sponsoring its initial event, the Autumn Festival. This event is open to
Carolan Club members only. One
hundred and thirty bids selling for
$3.50 each, are being sold on a "first
come first served" basis and are to
be paid for in full The affair is to
be held on Saturday. Nov 3. from
800 p. m to 12:00 p m , in Aquinas
Lounge and featuring ii
Basso and
his orchestra. As an added feature of
this year's Autumn Festival, solid entertainment
will be afforded in
Stephen Hall by Art Phelan's Jazz
Band, a five piece combo comprised
entirely by P. C. students. RefreshThe newly reelected senior class ments will be served in Stephan Hall.
president Frank Brennan has anAlso on the docket is the Pool
nounced (hat the annual Farmer's Tournament and Dorm League BasFestival sponsored by the Senior ketball. Anyone wishing to enter the
Class will be held on Friday evening, Pool Tournament please give your
November 16, and that Bob Hoyle name to either Bernie Delory in
will be general chairman of the af- Room 306, or to Cliff Gorman in
fair.
Room 303 on or before Friday. Oct.
The general chairman announced 26th.
that Arnie Sarazen has been named
Concerning Dorm League Basketchairman of the orchestra committee
ball, rosters of 7-10 men arc to be
and Pat Grady chairman of the resubmitted to either Ray Meandro in
freshment committee. Also named
Room 205 or to Bill Cahill in Room
were Ernest Bergeron and
Bill
316 by Oct. 25th. Action in the Dorm
Sweeney to head the ticket committee
League will commence the first week
and Dan Macedo and Joe Carasole to
of November,
lead the decoration committee.

Flannery, another new face in the
College's political field, had the backing of the Dominicratic Party and
polled 109 votes, just four more than
independent Bob DeCosta, who was
seeking re-election
Jim Coates, another independent, had 56 votes.
Ferry was re-elected to the secretary post for the fourth straight year
and won handily, 186 to 83 over Tom

Farmers' Festival
To Be Held In Nov.

Sophomores would be leading by one,
then in the last few seconds the
yearlings gave a mighty heave-ho and
won In the second match the Frosh
: easily gained their victory. At the
end of the short battle heads were
| counted and it was found that each
side had thirty-three men! No one
knows how three extra men came
The chairman also announced that
! to be on either side, but it has since
been said that two certain over- bids will cost $1.50 and tickets will
enthusiastic priests know For those be ready for distribution by the first
statistically minded, the rope was part of next week. Refreshments will
found to have stretched down to be served and pie eating, apple dunkseventy five percent of its original ing and apple bobbing contests are
thickness and was measured to be also planned. The name of the orchesalmost one hundred feet in length, tra will be announced in the next
edition of the COWL.
' Originally tested for 13,500 pounds,
it was later determined that the
total force exerted by both teams
on the rope exceeded 15,000 pounds
Special thanks should be extended
j to the Reverend Leo D. Ross, O.P.,
for obtaining the rope through the
'cooperation of the Providence Police
Department
At its first meeting, the Phi-Chi
Club held an election to fill the office
of secretary-treasurer, and Raymond
Marcil of the Physics Department was
elected Edgar Civitello and Anthony
Fratiello were selected by the members to act as co-editors of the science
journal,
"The Entropy."
Various
other committees were chosen to
work throughout the year. John
Graham was appointed co-chairman of
the High School Science Day to be
held in conjunction with the Albertus
Magnus Club. The members of the
club elected, by unanimous vote,
John E Casey, a special member and
1952 graduate who at present is a
graduate assistant in the Department
of Chemistry of Providence College.
the rope pull to the Frosh who then threw away
It was also decided that future meettheir beanies.
—Norm Hun*, photo

of their class to represent their side.
Prior to the beginning of the battle,
a "beanie" Willys automobile with
drum banging and cymbals clanging
was driven by Jim Pitochelli around
campus During the battle Jim was
fruitlessly beating the base drum,
attempting to inspire his Sophomore
Class on to victory
The opposing sides were twentyeight feet apart, the boundary line
in the middle at fourteen feet The
objective was to have one side pull
the other across the line into their
own territory. There were to be three
matches, the winner-to-be required
to win any two. The rope, ninetyseven feet in length and of tightly
woven top grade manilla fiber, was
one inch in diameter. Two minutes
were to be allowed for each match.
At the wave of the flag by starter
Bill Sweeney. Chief of the Enforcement Committee, the rope suddenly
grew taut as the contest was undcr| way. At first it seemed as if the

10 CENTS A COPY

CORRECTION
In last week's edition of the I
COWL, the instrument pictured
was referred to as the spec- '
trophometer. The correct title for |
this apparatus is polarimeler.

Phi-Chi Club Discusses
Events For Coming Year
ings will be held on the first Monday of every month. A l l members of
the Chemistry. Physics, and Mathematics Departments are invited to
attend.
Prior to the Phi Chi meeting, Richard Bartlett was elected delegate to
the Intercollegiate Chemistry Society
by the members of the Student Affiliate of the American Chemical Society.
A seminar by George P. Flynn was
given at the meeting
Other seminars will be given during the year,
both by the Junior and Senior Chemistry majors as a function of the A .
C. S. Future A. C. S. meetings will
be held at 7:00 p. m, on the same
night as the Phi-Chi Club.
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Poland Vs. Russia
Within the last few days the Kremlin
walls reverberated with the announcement
that Poland had revolted. By the very fact
that this one nation took upon itself to assert
a certain independence is a sign of the prevalent attitude which the other satellite countries have toward the ever changing policies
of the central Communist headquarters. What
repercussions this event will have on the other
nations remains to be seen.
Since Malenkov has been deposed, Bulganin and Kruschev have caused many drastic
shifts regarding the internal and external
policies of the Soviet Union. Some have viewed these de-Stalinistic changes as having
weakened the power and prestige of the Kremlin on the "Iron Curtain."
However, what possible good comes from
this revolt lies solely in the Polish people
themselves, for although they seem to be rid
of Russian Communism, as such, they are
now faced with the lesser of two evils, that
of a government controlled by atheistic communists. It is for this reason that we sincerely
hope that the people of Poland, who have always been deeply Catholic as well as stronghearted and peace loving, continue to fight for
the spiritual and political freedom which has
always been the longing of the Polish people.

May The Best Man Win
At the beginning of this school year, it
was the desire of this newspaper to maintain
a bi-partisan viewpoint toward the two major
political bodies in the United States, the Democratic party and the Republic party. A few
weeks ago, when Adlai Stevenson, the Democratic presidential candidate came to Providence, the COWL made arrangements with
the Democratic State Committee in order to
obtain press passes for staff reporters. As a
result of the cooperation of this group with
representatives of the COWL, some very fine
pictures were obtained and our reporter was
allowed to meet Mr. Stevenson along with
Governor Dennis J. Roberts and Mayor Walter
Reynolds.
Last week when we attempted to give the
same type of coverage to the Republican vicepresident, Richard Nixon, COWL reporters
were thwarted in their efforts to obtain press
passes. We were unable to find out why this
was, and as a result were unable to send a reporter to speak with the Republicans. However, COWL photographers, acting entirely on
their own initiative obtained some very fine
pictures of Mr. Nixon. It seems rather ridiculous that the COWL should have to chase one
of these major groups in order to give them
free publicity. In this issue there are two
articles. Political Viewpoint by Frank Brennan
and Democratic Outlook by James Kellev and
Dick McCarthy, both of which deal with
political issues as seen by these gentlemen.
These views do not necessarily coincide with
the outlook of this newspaper but are rather
opinions as expressed by the individuals involved

Regionals
A well developed man is educated in both
academic and social fields. He is neither the
isolated, anti-social book worm, nor the phlegmatic, care-free socialite. The college takes
care of the academic part of the well-rounded
man (the necessary work of the student being
taken for granted), but it is more or less up to
the student himself to take care of the social
aspect. There are numerous clubs on campus
for the resident students, but there are also

many organizations in which the average dayhop can participate.
The regional clubs of Providence College
are organized and operated by the respective
members under the jurisdiction of both the
Student Congress and the administration. If ,
the regional members want to have an active
and prosperous club, they can have it. All i
that a successful club needs is an ample en- I
rollment, sincere interest of the part of the
members, whole-hearted cooperation and collegiate ambition. From this select and gifted
group, officers are elected freely and expectantly by the members, and these new leaders are aided in their duties by the club's moderator.
The regional clubs should not be regarded
as trivial or unimportant in regard to college
life. Through these organizations, the average
participant enjoys many new friendships
which he otherwise would have missed.
Through the various regionals, the members
indulge in a number of social events which add
to there pleasure while acting as a change
from the grueling study-pattern. And lastly,
through the clubs' functions, the members are
given a chance to see their ideas materialized.
This, in turn, develops ambition and stamina
which are essential traits of a successful individual.
It is evident, from the academic and social
viewpoints, that the regionals more than
amply justify their existence.

***************************************

Political View Point
***************************************
By Frank Brennan
I know this might cause a great deal of
distress to the readers of the COWL, but as
said in the last column, I'm going to pick the
winner of the coming national election, state
by state. This is my own opinion, so I would
appreciate it. if all attempts at assassination
were directed at me and not at the Editor of
the COWL.
New England: Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont are sure for the Republicans, but
there are local Democrats who will win despite
this. 12 votes for Eisenhower. Connecticut
and Massachusetts will follow suit as they
did in '52 . . . voting for Ike, but Connecticut
will send Democrat Dodd to the Senate, and
Massachusetts will have a Democratic Governor. Rhode Island is in the bag for the Democrats. Give 24 electoral votes to Ike and 4 to
Adlai.
New York will elect Democrat Wagner, but
vote for Ike and the same goes for New Jersey. Pennsylvania could go either way, but
Senator Duff seems to be a drag on the Republicans, and it looks like Adlai in the Quaker
state. Ike 61; Adlai 32.
Maryland is a good Stevenson state, while
neighboring Delaware will go Republican. 9
for Stevenson; 3 for Ike.
President Eisenhower broke the "Solid
South," four years ago. but he won't do it
this year. Stevenson looks like a good bet to
capture all of the 159 electoral votes which 14
southern states offer.
Ohio will elect Mike DiSalle and Frank
Lausche into Democratic offices, but Ike will
take this state and neighboring Indiana. Illinois is Stevenson's home state, but he lost it
four years ago and it doesn't look as though
he will do any better in this campaign. The
65 electoral votes in these states will go to
Eisenhower.
The dairy states (Wisconsin, Nebraska,
Michigan, Minnesota, North and South Dakota) will go all the way for Eisenhower.
Local Republicans are going to feel the
effects of the low farm prices in Oklahoma,
Idaho. Iowa, and Kansas, but Eisenhower, who
won these states in 1952 by large majorities
will win them again . . . but with some difficulty. Kansas and Iowa will have new Democratic Governors. Ike will get 30 electoral
votes.
The President seems to be a sure bet in
Washington. Oregon and Montana. Washington will return Democrat Magnuson to the
Senate and Oregon will send newly elected
Republican Douglas McKay to replace their
present Senator Wayne Morse. But Ike will
get 19 electoral votes from this section.
California will send Democrat Richard
Richards in place of Republican Kuchel. However, the state will go Republican along with
Arizona and New Mexico for a total of 40
electoral votes.
The remaining states (Wyoming, Utah.
Nevada and Colorado) add up to to 16 electoral
votes. Eisenhower won these states in 1952
and there is no indication that he will lose
them this year.
This is the way I think it will shape up;
Dwight D. Eisenhower will be re-elected President by an electoral vote of 327 to 204. but
this Republican President will have a Democratic House and Senate.

A Slice
of Lemon
By BOB L A F F E Y
What ever happened to that once plentiful thing, Campaign Oratory?
The present political candidates, from the national level down, seem to have
forsaken the footsteps of the great political orators like Henry Clay and
William Jennings Bryan. The present political candidates have little of
what Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes called "Are in the belly." or so it
would seem. The vigor and assert iveness of the days of Teddy Roosevelt
seem to have degenerated into a sort of hodge-podge of worn out rhetorical
devices.
On the national level, the standard-bearers of both major parties are
not notable orators Their delivery of both major and minor addresses suffers from a number of things, the most notable of which is a certain hesitancy in the delivery It has been suggested that the reason fo: this condition
is that the candidates do not have sufficient time to become thoroughly
familiar with their speeches. It would seem that this would be one of the
major concerns of the candidates, since by their speeches are their platforms and proposals made known to a large number of people. Not everyone has time to read the texts of speeches, and even a reading of the text
does not substitute for hearing the candidate express his views. Many people
depend primarily upon radio and television for information about the candidates and form opinions based upon their impressions. I nless rigid party
discipline intervenes, the vote of this person will go to the one who makes
the greatest impression. It is conceivable that an election could be won or
lost due to oratory. Conceivable, that is.
The Pyramid Players, it would seem, are on the march again In any
college, the position of a dramatic organization is a precarious one. To gain
any sort of a following, it must consistently present good drama of such a
variety as to be acceptable to all. and still mirror in its productions the
ideals and goals which the college represents.
Variety is not the only thing that is important to a dramatic organization. Its directors must exercise care in the selection of productions, keeping
in mind the general tastes of their audiences. Any dramatic organization
must offer opportunities for growth to its members. This growth takes many
forms, whether it be a growth in the poise of an individual as the result of
appearance on a stage or intellectual growth which results from contact
with the ideas which are contained in the productions.
A dramatic group should not only be content with providing entertainment, it should provide an outlet for the creative ability of the student.
Whether acting, painting and designing scenery, composing or playing a
musical score, or adapting dialogue, a certain amount of creative ability is
required. A dramatic group is one of the places where creative ability is
nurtured and developed, the degree to which its development grows is limited only by the student's participation and his interest.
Perhaps the most important thing to be realized from participation in
the activities of a dramatic club is the ability to get along with people. This
tine thing is perhaps the most harped on reward of any extra-curricular activity. Despite the reams of copy and the millions of words that have been
used in expounding and defending it, the argument loses none of its force
or logic And the cold fact is that an important part of life, no matter where
you fit into the scheme, is getting along with people, arguments to the contrary notwithstanding.
This was all brought on by the fact that the Pyramid Players are holding tryouts tonight and tomorrow night for The Caine Mutiny Court-martial.
It's an opportunity to enjoy yourself, meet some new people, and get into
something constructive.

— Letters To The Editor —
To the senior class:
I sincerely thank every student
who voted for me in the past election but hope that every individual
senior will be of assistance to their
elected officers in any manner whatsoever to achieve a completely successful year both for Providence College and the Class of 1957. I am certain that by the able leadership of
our class president, Frank Brennan,
we will be a class that will be remembered by both the faculty and
students.
Robert L . De Costa
Mr. John Hannon, editor
The Cowl
Providence College
Providence 8, Rhode Island
Dear Sir:
I wish to utilize the medium
the Cowl to express my sincere
preciation to our Senior Class
bestowing upon me the honor
being their vice president

of
apfor
of

However, it is my foremost desire
that my appreciation will not merely
be evidenced by these few words in i
the Cowl, but rather by my untiring
efforts to make this year a most
fitting close to our happiest and most
profitable years.
Sincerely,
Jim Flannery
Vice President
Senior Class
To the members of the Senior Class:
We wish to take this opportunity
to thank the members of the Class

of 1957 for the great confidence they
have placed in us by electing us to
serve as their class officers of the
senior year. We are well aware of
the fact that a majority of the votes
in this election were cast for other
candidates, so with this in mind we
will run the affairs of our class with
consideration for the entire class.
However, it is our opinion that the
outstanding fact about our elections
was that ninety-seven percent of the
class voted. In this respect the class
as a whole deserves high congratulations. We sincerely regard it as a
true honor to lead a class which has
displayed such legitimate interest in
itself.
Sincerely yours,
Frank Brennan, President.
Jim Flinnery, Vice-president.
Ed Ferry, Secretary,
Bill Devine, Treasurer
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Drill Team Announces
Need For Members
Sergeant Matthew Lcporocci has
announced that there is a need for
new members for the Providence
College R.O.T.C. Drill Team. Fresh
men R.O.T.C. students are asked to
look into the advantages offered by
being a member of this organization
Last year the team was the Rhode
Island Intercollegiate
Drill Team
champions defeating the Brown Naval
and Air Force teams and the University of Rhode Island Army ROTC
units by a considerable margin By
doing this, P. C. gained the Adjutant
General's Trophy which is retired by
any team that wins the competition
for three successive years.
It should also be noted that past
members of the drill team who have
gone into the advance course are high
ranking cadet officers.
This year, the drill team is planning to parade on Veterans' Day in
Providence, at the Mardi Graa in
Woonsocket and on St. Patrick's Day
in New York.
The drill team is headed by Cadet
Second Lieutenant William Russo, a
graduate of Rogers High School, Newport, R. I. He is assisted by Cadet
Master Sergeant Gerard Corrado, a
graduate of Sayville High School, Say
ville, N . Y .

Danforth Foundation Invites
Applications From Seniors
The Danforth Foundation, an educational trust fund in St. Louis,
Missouri, invites applications for the
sixth class (1957) of Danforth Graduate Fellows from college senior men
are planning to enter graduate school
in September, 1957, for their first
year of graduate study. The Foundation welcomes applicants from the
areas of Natural and Biological
Sciences, Social Sciences. Humanities
and all fields of specialization to be
found in the undergraduate college.

lowed to carry other scholarship appointments,
such as Rhodes, Fulbright, Woodrow Wilson. Marshall,
etc., concurrently with his Danforth
Fellowship, and applicants for these
appointments are cordially invited to
apply at the same time for a Danforth Fellowship. If a man receives
the Danforth appointment, together
with a Rhodes Scholarship, Fulbright
Scholarship, or Woodrow Wilson Fellowship, he becomes a Danforth Fellow without stipend, until these other
relationships are completed
President Robert J . Slavin, O.P.,
All Danforth Fellows will particihas named Rev Vincent C. Dore,
pate in the annual Danforth FoundaO P . , as the Liaison Officer to nomtion Conference on Teaching, to be
inate to the Danforth Foundation
held at Camp Miniwance in Michigan
two or not to exceed three candidates next September.
for these fellowships. These appointThe qualifications of the candidates
ments are fundamentally "a relation- as listed in the announcement from
ship cf encouragement'' throughout the Foundation are: men of outstandthe years of graduate study, carrying ing academic ability, personality cona promise of financial aid within pre- genial to the classroom, and integrity
scribed conditions as there may be and character, including serious inneed. The maximum annual grant quiry within the Christian tradition.
for single fellows is $1800; for marAll applications,
including the
ried fellows. $2400, with an additional recommendations, must be completed
stipend for children Students with by January 31. 1957.
Any ituderr.
or without financial need are invited
wishing further information should
ipply. A Danforth Fellow is alget in touch with our liaison officer.

Scholarship—
(Continued from Page 1)
final selection of candidates for
study within their borders
Awards under the Fulbright Act
are made entirely in the currencies
of
participating countries abroad.
This Act authorizes the use of foreign
currencies
and credits
acquired
through the sale of surplus property
abroad for educational exchanges
The awards cover transportation, expenses of a language refresher or
orientation course abroad, tuition,
books and maintenance for one academic
year.
Awards under the
Buenos Aires Convention include
transportation provided by the U. S
Government, and tuition and maintenance allowances provided by the
host governments.

This photo shows another view of Vice President Nnnn u» he ad.lressed
an early morning crowd in Providence.
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Brennan Vs. Leahy At N. D.
If the Irish from Notre Dame have
a losing season, or one or two bad
seasons in a decade and a half, the
old Notre Dame alumnus will stick
to the cliche, "that when on top, the
only way is down." but, I, one of the
institution's most ardent fans, will
place most of the blame on the former mentor Frank Leahy To knock
Frank Leahy would be out and out
ignorance, but the great mentor left
his young successor Terry Brennan
in such a fix that it will take the
new coach two or three good seasons
to prove his ability as a coach to the
critics. When Leahy departed he left
behind Leahy type linemen and some
backs; when Brennan moved in it
was fine the first year because
Leahy's boys just carried on in his
absence, but now a couple of years
later the younger men of Leahy's
squads have not been able to adjust
themselves to Brcnnan's brand of
ball
This is seen in the fact that
no less than eight of the first twelve
linemen an- sophomores. When can
you remember a Notre Dame team
that had to rely on sophomores?
They would be worked in slowly and
not placed immediately in the predicament id facing those of the nation's best ball clubs in the first five
games. In past seasons the seniors
were the old pro's and the juniors
and
sophomores
were the shock
troops gaining valuable experience
for the tough schedule next year,
but now the Leahy men and the
Brennan men clashed and the present juniors and seniors do not possess
the might that is exemplary of a
Notre Dame football team. In distinguishing a Leahy type lineman, for

instance, we see that nine men who
would have worked into Leahy's future plans arc either gone or forgotten in Brennan's concept of his type
of team. No matter how valuable
these men would have been to Leahy,
Brennan could not use them.

Bud Wilkenson does, but that's on
the 9 "breathers" and a "toughy"
schedule he has followed, as opposed
to Frank Leahy's "give me the best
ten teams to play" setup) as a coach,
but Terry Brennan could not and
would not play Leahy football, which
is understandable, as a coach has his
own ideas. So the watchword is
watch for a complete Brennanite
team, if not next year, the year
after, to lift the Irish to the pinnacle
of collegiate football.

In this week's game with Oklahoma you will see the same type of
Wilkonson built Sooners as you saw
in '53, to note: a deceptive quarterback in ' 53—Ed Crowder. now Ed
Harris and Jay O'Neill. Swift, ground
gobbling halfbacks as in '53 (Billy
Vessels, Buddy Leake> now Clendon
Thomas and Tommy McDonald and
the fast good-faking fullback in '53.
Buck McPhail now Bob Priccr. But
t he Notre Dame team you see will
have no semblance of the '53 squad
that upended the Sooners 27-20. In
By Ed Lombardi
'53 you had not too fast but good
On October 15th, boxing made its
running backs, Johnny Lattner and j annual return to the confines of the
Niel Worden, now we have the fast ! Providence area. Every fall, promoter
outside backs Aubrey Lewis, Jimmy- Manny Almeida presents his stand
Morse, Dick Lynch and Dean Sluder. against the T V . fight moguls. This
Line-wise the Sooners always have promoter from Downtown A . C. dehad fast mobile linemen, whereas serves the backing of fans in the
Notre Dame had big linemen neces- Providence district, although he is
sary in power plays which they capi- usually lacking it. He is engaged in
talized on In '53 the Irish bread and j an ever losing battle, but has gamebutter play was John Lattner in a {ly stuck by his guns. He has atstraight dive at right tackle follow- tempted to bring big time boxing to
ing
230-pound Frank Varrichione; Rhode Island, but has been foiled
now the must play would be decep- by, among other things, bad offition and a jet-propelled Lewis sweep, I ciating, which has scared away not
or a Hornung keeper. Deception as only fans but good fighters also.
opposed to might; Brennan has a • This season Almeida featured Vince
little of both but his system doesn't Martinez on his opening night card
call for both.
I just as he did in '55. Last year, I

Although the cross-country team is opening the season at home today,
it is not their day—but your day—you the students of Providence College.
This afternoon at 4 p.m. when the boys line up in the field, they will look
around for that much needed moral support We give this support to the
other sports, why not cross-country? Cross-country is said to be the loneliest
of sports. Try to walk five miles some afternoon, far less than run that
distance The record for our course was set last fall by Robert Sbarra or
Manhattan College, in 24.44.1. Crosscountry is gruelling, there are very few
athletes who are able to participate in this event.

Almedia Tries To
Save Fights Here

The Carolan Club, Friars Club and Student Congress, to name a few.
have been trying to stress the importance of school spirit since the academic
year began. Let's see some of the spirit today, that was exemplified at the
tug-of-war last week This is our year—this is your year.
This afternoon's race, which is approximately five miles long, will start
at Hendricken Field near home plate. From there the boys will run around
the park and go out the River Avenue exit and down Woodlawn Street to
Cumberland Street, at which they will proceed to Anne and Admiral Streets
and Huxley Avenue. Halfway down Huxley Avenue they will turn in on the
grass behind the new dormitories, and go along Eaton Street inside the
school grounds. They will cross over the main entrance and continue up
River Avenue. This route will be repeated twice, finally they will enter the
late and encircle the field counter-clockwise to the finish line.

One thing can definitely be said for the hockey team this year, if they
don't win, it will not be on account of not being in shape. First, last, and
always to Coach Tom Eccleston is conditioning. If you are not doing anything in the afternoons between the hours of four and six, drop in on a
witnessed that event in which MarIn summing up I would like to tinez engaged Lester Felton before session at the Rhode Island Auditorium. A l l twenty-three members, vying
say that Frank Leahy is unparalleled , a packed house. It was one of the for a spot on this year's squad, spend approximately 113 of the 120 minutes
on the ice.
record wise (even the great Rockne
(Continued on Page 5)
can't compare with him; of course
Events this week—Saturday morning, October 27, the varsity will encounter Manhattan College at Van Cortland Park. N . Y . . . . Up and coming—On November 4, there will be an A . A . U . road race at Providence College. The event which is open to all A . A . U . athletes, will be run four times
around the college grounds. . . .
Mr. Eccleston runs his drills according to a definite plan; a specific
i time is spent on each phase of the practice. These sessions reach their peak
during the final twenty minutes when the lads are put through a series of
exercises and drills. So far, the coach has employed but a handful of his
numerous types of exercises. These body builders not only eliminate excess
weight but tend to strengthen all the muscles used in playing hockey, particularly the stomach and leg muscles. A few exercises used were: the pucksters alternate skating around the ice; in an alignment the coach signals
them by whistle and hand, to forward, backward, left and right positions;
the players zig-zag between a line of skaters; there is a time race in kicking
the puck from one end to the other of the rink; and one man pushes two
others across the ice.

!

Through his knowledge of hockey and his ability to understand his men,
Mr. Eccleston has brought about a fine temperament among the players. He
is a man who believes in conditioning and team play. He stresses the fundamentals and makes position the key to success. Each man is to be at a
certain place, and the players understand why they are to be there.
Mai Brown is a past, present, and future to Providence College.

Malcon Hollis Brown was born in Amherst, Massachusetts, in 1905.
This philosophic negro boy will always be remembered for his smile and
I derby—they are the trade marks of this famous Providence College trainer
Mai was no intellectual genius, but as the Reverend Father Nagle said,
"If our colleges could instill in half of their students the profound faith,
the realistic sense of value, the universal charity, and unaffected humility
i which were Mai's, we could stop worrying about the future of the country."
Students and members of the faculty used to tell Mai their problems.
He was a counselor to everyone, he is said to have been the magnificient
example of a Holy Name man. A man when asked if he took nothing
serious, replied, "Nothing but my faith."
When Mai received a diploma from Providence College, he promised
, never to use it in other schools, or in professional competition. Mai's only
desire was to stay here at Providence College as long as he lived. To
everyone who knew him, this stay was very short, for in 1939. at the age
of 35, Mai Brown passed away from a complication of typhoid fever and
pneumonia.
That night while Mai was laid out in Harkins Hall, the football team
played a night game, but they were unconcerned with the outcome of the
contest. During half time, the bugle corps played taps in his tribute. A n
estimated 1100 people turned out for the funeral.
October nineteenth marked the seventeenth anniversary of one of the
greatest alumnus of Providence College. Today there are plaques and
memorials all around the school in memory of this great man—in memory
of his smile and derby.
Although the team has only practiced six times so far, Coach Eccleston
in his initial year at P C , after ten successful campaigns with Burrillville
High School as principal, baseball, basketball, and hockey coach, is in high
spirits over the team. Realizing his system is not an easy one to follow,
the coach was enthused to see the boys give it their all in practice. Eccleston
said he definitely preferred coaching college players over high school
j players. There are eleven returnees from last year's team: Ray Blanchette,
Buzz Boisvert, Ted Carter, Phil Crawford, John Cullen, Lou LaFontaine,
Berme McCnnk. Mike McDonough, A l McMahon, Red Rabitor, and Paul
Sainato. While watching practice the other afternoon, the line of Sophomores
Joe Barile and George Boudreau and Junior Lou LaFontaine looked very
impressive. Mr Eccleston said he was very sorry to hear that Bert Lajoie
would not be out for the team this season. Bert has given up hockey in
order to take up a Pre-Med course.
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Face
Hanlon-Boucher Friars
B. U. Today
Pace P C Over U.R.I.

The Providence College cross-country team, coached by the veteran
Harry Coates will run its first home
By BOB RUGGERI
Kingston, Rhode Island, October 19—The Friar harriers scored a double dual meet of the season this aftervictory over their interstate rivals, the University of Rhode Island, as the noon with Doug Raymond's Boston
University Terriers furnishing the
varsity won, 26-30, and the freshmen, 22-37.
In the varsity race, Bill Hanlon and Rod Boucher were the first and opposition on the Hendricken Field
second finishers once again. Moreover, both runners came home under the Course.
The
Friars, led by Captain Rod
course record set earlier in the season by the Ram's Tom Mcintosh.
^Boucher, have taken four of its first
Bill's time for the 4.5 mile course' •

Insight Into Canadian Football
By JOHN ( i M i \
Today, as there is an ever-increasing number of All-Americans finding
the play-for-play game north of the border very lucrative, Wt would like to
give you an insight into the differences with the American game. After
having been a participant in the game for several years at the high school
level, I feel that I can give you a competent description of the Canadian
fall pastime.
The Canadian game is played on a field that is a hundred and ten yards
long, and sixty yards wide. It also employs an extra man who is primarily
used as a blocking back. On the offense, a team has only three downs to
make the required ten vards.
The
stadiums are much smaller
than those used in the National Football League; consequently, budgets
must be curtailed wherever passible.
Thus, the best possible ball players
are employed at (he most economical
salaries, without seriously lowering
the caliber of the teams. Even though
there is this strict economizing, several clubs lose money in the six
figures each year because of weak
teams and bad weather Fortunately,
the men who back these loosing
teams are broadminded and look to
next year to recoupe their loses.

was 23 minutes, 14 seconds, breaking
the former standard by 26 seconds. |
Despite the one-two performance of
Hamlon and Boucher, the Friar's margin of victory was slim. Rhode Island
took the next three i.laces before Dennis Carey came in sixth. Then the
Rams took seventh ; nd were anxiously awaiting the arrival of their fifth
man
when Bob Williams and A l
O'Brien appeared to snuff out any
further Rhode Island hopes.
The freshmen, in registering their
first victory, had it all over the Ramjets as they placed seven men in the
first ten positions. Kerry Mclntyre
and Ed McNamara had an added impetus for victory in the presence of
their former La Salle
teammate,
George Cushmac, who was running
for Rhode Island. However, Cushmac
was victorious, but he was immediately followed by Mclntyre, McNamara, Walsh, and Krajewski for the
Friars.
With
Gederman finishing
eighth, the freshmen completed their
conquest.
Summary:
Varsity
Providence
Rhode Island
1. Hanlon
3. Mcintosh
2. Boucher
4. Hampson
6. Carey
5. Wright
8. Williams
7. Horne
9. O'Brien
11. Conboy
Others: P.C.—Cummings 10, Sullivan
13, Farley 14, McDonough 15,
Baker 18, Daponte 19. Warren 22.
U.R.L—Viladosky 12, Foster 16,
Schnitzer 17, Mangilli 20, Brady 21.
Providence
Rhode Island
2. Mclntyre
1. Cushmac
o. E . McN'm'ra
6. French
4. Walsh
7. Wilson
5. Krajewski
1!. McElroy
8. Gederman
12. Lucas
Others: P.C.—Carroll 9. McDonald
10, Williams 17, W. McNamara 20,
Flaherty 23.
U.R.I.—Johnson 13, Morehouse 14,
Bennett 15, Beck 16, Lewis 18, Hag
erty 19, Feld 21, Daugherty 22,
Boucher 24.

Sullivan Shines
In Novice Meet
Jim
Sullivan's eleven foot pole
vault mark highlighted the Harry
Coates Intramural Field Day Sunday
at Hendricken Field. After clearing
the eleven mark, the lanky freshman
failed in three successive tries of
the twelve foot standard.
The meet featured a mixture of
varsity and novice material.
Don
Fahey and Eddie Aron divided
honors in the 80-yd. low hurdles and
the 80-yd. dash. Fahey and Aron took
first place in the two heats of the
low hurdles, while Arcn nosed out
Fahey in the dash event.
Trailing Sullivan in the pole vault
were Tom Costello and Hugh Sullivan. Pete Corratri and John Welsh
finished one two in the all-novice
80-yd. dash,
while
Tim Kersey
emerged victorious in the novice
broad jump try. Corratri and Welsh
were runners-up in the broad jump.
Norm Auger nipped Corratri and
Jerry Aron for shot put honors.

six meets this season and will rate
as slight favorites in this afternoon's
test on the
familiar Providence
course.
Boston University is led by George
Hillier, the Canadian National Marathon Champion from Newfoundland.
Hillier has led the Terriers in all of
their dual meets thus far and will be
a definite threat for first place honors.
Another member of the Boston
University team is Don Lendry, a
former schoolboy athlete at La Salle
Academy in Providence.
Hillier's chief
competition will
come from Billy Hanlon. who has led
the Friars in all but one of their
six races and only last Friday clipped
26 seconds off the course record at
the University of Rhode Island as
the Friars defeated the Rams 26-30.
Hillier will also have to contend with
Captain Rod Boucher who has finished right behind Hanlon on five
occasions and has won one meet.
The other Providence runners will
be Tom Cummings, Dennis Carey,
Bob Williams and A l O'Brien.
The Providence College freshmen,
victorious in only one meet thus far,
will run against the Boston University Freshmen prior to the varsity
meet. The Freshmen will be led by
Mclntyre, McNamara, Walsh, Krajewski and Gederman.

—Almeida

Frosh Basketball
Since preliminary practice commenced a week ago, the '56-'57 version cf the Providence College frosh
have undergone intensive daily two
hour drills. The Black and White
yearlings are slated to inaugurate a
rigorous nineteen game schedule on
Dec. 2, in a home test against Assumption College.
Mr. Ernest Calverley, frosh mentor, greeted over thirty aspirants last
Wednesday and the veteran hoop
tutor has spent the majority of time
screening candidates and acquainting
the hopefuls with the Providence
Included in the crop of hopefuls
are a pair of ex-metropolitan New
York standouts. Representing the
Empire State arc Wally Di Masi.
sharp shooting guard, and Len Wilkens, lanky forward. Also "out" for
the Frosh is Jimmy Caldeira, who
performed with the New England
Class "A" titlists Durfee High, a year
ago Johnny Woods, who starred at
Hillhouse High in New Haven and
placed on the Second All-Star array
in Connecticut last season, is also
among the candidates.
Following the Dec. 2 opener, the
Friars go against Brown and Dean
Jr. College before laying off for the
Christmas recess. The renewal of the
intra-state rivalry with Rhode Island
cn Jan. 4 resumes the schedule.

(Continued from Page 4)
most disgraceful exhibitions I had
ever seen, both from the standpoint
of officiating and fighting in general.
This year, Martinez returned to the
Rhode Island Auditorium and fought
lesser known Rinci Nocero and to the
delight of the crowd scored a rousBy Dale Faulkner
ing T. K. O. victory in the seventh
Competition — the spice of baseround. At least we have gotten off
on a better footing than the previ- ball, exhibited by major league
standouts during the lengthy six
ous campaign.
months of stadium play — changes
This week Del Flannagan, another
scene this month when the execs of
nationally known welterweight, was
the front office crowd into the spotscheduled to make an appearance.
light Even though the disheartened
Injury has forced cancellation of the
Dodgers are still going at it in Asia,
bout and subsequently the entire
its the Greenbergs, Cronins, Weisscs.
card. But Almeida is not discour- and Stonehams that have barged into
aged, word has it that he is trying the headlines.
to get Joey Giardello to come to the
First inkling of the front office
House on North Main Street. Tommy barrage arrived around the second
"Hurricane" Jackson is also related game of the World Series, when
to the plans of Almeida. Mr. Almeida rumor had W d l Harridge resigning
is not just confining his plans to as American League President with
"name" fighters, as he is always on the spot being taken by Joe Cronin,
the lookout for young, local talent. current Red Sox general manager.
Last year there was Lou Campenelli Helping to verify the change in perwho seemed destined for fistic star- sonnel was the hiring of the well
dom
until his surprise retirement. traveled Bucky Harris by the Boston
Bobby Bolton was another, as well as management. Harris was supposed to
Harold Gomes. Manny Almeida is a serve as Cronin's assistant in the Sox
strong advocate of amateur boxing hierarchy.
As one Hub sportswriter put it:
and has tentative plans in that direcHanlon and Boucher are shown as they led the pack home in the meet
"It's hard to see Harris, ten years
With U.R.I.
—Norm D u u Photo tion.

When we consider the rules, it
is here that we find the big differences in the two games, but fund imentally, they are the same. Let us
first discuss the rules on blocking.
A lineman in Canadian football is
allowed to block only ten yards
beyond the line of scrimmage, with
the exception of kick-offs when unlimited blocking is allowed. A single
backfielder may also block for ten
yards providing he is within a yard
cf the line of scrimmage, when the
ball is put into play. As a result of
the offensive team having only three
downs, kicking plays an important
part in any team's success. Since
kicking is of such importanci'. a
single point is made available to the
offensive
squad
providing
their
kicker is able to boot the ball out of
the end zone on the ground or in the
air. In addition, if a member of the
defensive team is tackled affer receiving the kick in his own end zone
and is unable to bring the ball out
of his own end zone, a single point
called "a rouge" is scored. This point
could be avoided in a close ball
game by the punt receiver returning
the kick. If the ball is kicked from
scrimmage and received oh the playing field, the receiver is allowed five
yards between himself and the
potential tackled to catch the ball
and try to make a return. The kicker
may also recover his own kick if the
ball is not caught or recovered by
the defensive teara; providing his
kick has traveled ten yards. When
the kicker is fortunate enough (o do
this, it becomes a first down for
his team where he recovered the
ball. The safety is the same is both
games.
Major League Football in Canada
is divided into two leagues.

In the

East, the Big Four is represented by
(Continued on Page 6)

Front Office Masterminds
Enter Baseball Spotlight

C

Cronin's senior, serving in the assistant's capacity.' Hinting that Cronin
was on the way out, the same scribe
intimated that Mike Higgins had fallen out with Tom Yawkey, millionaire Sox boss, and also was preparing
for an exit.
A week later a major stockholder
brawl broke out in Washington, when
someone proposed the attendanceless Nationals transfer their franchise
to Los Angeles. It took a plea from
Ike to silence the move, but the West
Coast transfer was almost realized.
With summer talk stating that Yawkey was also interested in California's
baseball free zone, the ultimate move
may not be too far off.
For the sake of taking action, Phil
Wrigley shook up the sputtering Cub
front office in Chicago a few weeks
back. Jovial Stan Hack got the ax
along with Personnel Director Wid
Matthews. The capable pair might
still be there, if Wrigley unfastened
at least one of those bulging pocket(Continued on Page 8)
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In Defense Of This Thing Called Jazz

— Democratic Outlook —
By James F . Kelley — Richard L . McCarthy
It seems that in a presidential election
year, all parties and candidates involved would
try to present to the voters all the pertinent
facts and information concerning the issues
they proclaim. However, in many recent instances one of the two major political parties
has tried to hide many of the fake facts with
cries of "Look at the Record." Since the
Republican Party so willfully suggests a look
at the record in their quest for another fouryear golfing holiday, let's do just that—let's
look at all of the so-called Republican accomplishments which are supposed to be in the
record.
The GOP brags that the highest prosperity
peaks in American history were reached under
the Eisenhower Administration. It would seem
that this prosperity cannot be denied, for the
record shows that since 1952 General Motors
profits were up 1137c; corporation "take
home" pay increased by 35% ; Big Business
profits up 61',; ;—meanwhile the farmer's income is down 26%; Small Business profits are
down 52'; ; farm prices have decreased 18%.
If you can swallow it, this is Republican prosperity. Then Charlie Wilson and Company
have you pretty well converted to their BigBusiness way of running our government.
Vice-president Nixon claims, "Our New
Deal friends were never able to provide prosperity except in wartime . . . " But the facts
in the record show that in the peace-time years
of 1917 and 1948. for instance, the Democrats spent only about one-third of today's
figure on defense, and yet unemployment was
then less than it is now. The proof: 1948—
Defense Spending $16.0 Billion; Average Unemployment 2.1 million; 1954—Defense Spending $43.2 billion; Average Unemployment 3.2
million.
Another GOP claim, "Inflation has been
halted; the cost of living stabilized." The
fact, however, shows that under the Eisenhower Administration the cost of living has
reached its highest peak in history. The percent of price increase since 1952 staggers the
mind as well as the pocket book. Rents for
instance are up 137, gas and electricity 7%,
household goods 10,% and medical care 13%.
This is how the Republicans halted inflation
since 1952. These high prices are things people like to pay. After all if you owned a home
wouldn't you like to pay high prices?
One of the most outrageous examples
showable rests with the Republican claim that
"We have cut Government spending and
waste." But. let's have a look—in three peacetime years. Eisenhower piled up a 5.5 billion
deficit, whereas President Truman in four
peace-time years showed a $4.3 billion surplus. Eisenhower screams of the national debt.
Why? Under his Administration it rose by
$12.6 billio i dollars; yet under President Truman the
ational debt went down by 13.1
billion.
An interesting note in the GOP campaign
handbook claims that "on February 8, 1955,
Ike sent a message to the Democratic controlled 84th Congress, requesting a billiondollar school financing program. No action
resulted." The fact shows that the School Bill
lost by 30 votes, because 119 Republican Congressmen voted against it. Another interesting thing to note about his School Bill is
that President E senhower never made a Congressional appeal for its passage, like he did
for other bills, e.g.. Foreign Aid Bill.
;

Social Security (Alf Landon's "Cruel
Hoax") is another thing the Republicans brag
about. The GOP handbook claims that the
Eisenhower Administration extended coverage
to over 10 million persons. However, the votting record in the Senate on this measure
shows that 86',' of Senate Republicans voted
in opposition to lowering the benefit age for
women from 65 to 62, and the benefit age for
disabled persons from 65 to 50. Thanks, for a
Democratic 84th Congress.
About the GOP claim of peace. Secretary
of State John Foster Dulles summed this up
nicely in a speech to Congress (April 30, 1956)

saying. "In Korea there is an armistice but
there is no peace . . . in Vietnam there is an
armistice but there is no peace."
Now, let us take a look at the GOP platform and see just how it opposes the GOP
itself. The GOP Platform states that. "We
will maintain and improve the effective
strength and state of readiness of all the
Armed Forces." This is basically the same
statement made in the 1952 platform, but
since 1952 the GOP has cut the Air Force $5
billion, cut Army manpower 29'., Navy manpower 6%, and Marine Corps manpower 14';.
The Platform again, "We pledge . . . gradual reduction of the National Debt." We have
already seen how they have handled the National Debt.
The GOP Platform also makes the following statement, "The advance of Communism
has been checked. . . ." However, does the
GOP realize (or do they just ignore) the Communist subjugation of Northern Vietnam; the
surrender of the Tachen Islands in the Formosa Strait to Red China; the vast spread of
Communist influence in Africa, The Middle
East, and Asia?
Now that we have seen all of the great
overplayed Promises of the GOP let us take
a look at just what the Democratic Party, and
its candidates say about two issues which, in
effect, will touch each and every one of us
more than any other.
Turning to the problem of that mighty
weapon the Hydrogen Bomb, Gov. Adlai E.
Stevenson has taken a most reasonable approach. In a recent speech. Gov. Stevenson
demonstrated that the dangers of these Atomic and Hydrogen weapons extended far beyond
the realm of possible explosive destruction in
wartime use. He showed, that because of the
dangerous radioactive elements these explosions leave in the atmosphere, and the possibility of these elements finding their way
back to the earth, that a grave problem exists.

By J O H N

Perhaps one of the most important facts in the development of the
music form was lent by a religious influence in the form of "spirituals."
Add a cross section of folk songs, a dash of racial influences, other than
Negro, from all over the world, the fact that the Negro was free after a
bitter enslavement, and finally, that the race was concentrated in the New
Orleans area—from these factors something new and different was bound
to appear in his music The first evidence came from the Negro brass bands
after the Civil War These bands played spirituals, popular tunes, and a
music they called "ragtime," but something was lacking in quality and
quantity.
New Orleans, situated at the mouth of the Mississippi, was a wide open
town at the beginning of the twentieth century. Marked by a decided Negro
and French influence, the city was prone to a great deal of celebration—
the ultimate being the week-long Mardi Gras. Within New Orleans was a
district of substantial size—an area where anything could and would happen
without the slightest warning. Indeed, a corrupt and vice-ridden section of
town given to general revelry and merrymaking. This place was known as
the Storyville District.
The New Orleans type of music began to appear in the bars and brothels
of Storyville. Great throngs of people carried the news of the birth of a
music form that seemed to appeal to everyone in the SMS- Many of the
musicians had had little formal training with their instruments, nonetheless,
they would take fragments of various pieces of music they had heard and
come forth with a new song structure. Their music seemed to come from
within—an inspired thing rather than something learned.
Most of the primary instruments were utilized by the musicians at that
time—the piano, the cornet (later the trumpet), the trombone, the clarinet,
the drums, and other instruments of less importance Probably the first great
aggregation of jazzmen was formed by King Oliver, who taught the then
unknown. Louis Armstrong. Other immortal names of this New Orleans era
were Jelly Roll Morton, Kid Ory (who still appears around New York City),
and Bunk Johnson. In spite of the unorthodox style of this music started in
New Orleans, its popularity began to spread to other parts of the United
States.
During the first World War, jazz was literally pushed out of New Orleans with the closing of Storyville. The forced migration of jazz spread in
every direction and the tendency was for musicians to gather in one area.
The greatest gathering was to be in Chicago. Therefore, the next type of
jazz I will deal with will be Chicago Jazz.

Gov. Stevenson then proposed a worldwide plan of control in the testing of Atomic
and Hydrogen weapons, and the Russian
premier last week responded in a letter to
(Continued from Page 5)
President Eisenhower, suggesting the possiMontreal Aioueites. Toronto Argobility of such a proposal. However, the present
nauts. Ottawa Roughriders, and the
Republican Administration brushed this off
Hamilton Tiger-Cats. The Western
as propaganda. It would seem that the great
Conference is composed of the E d military leader is afraid to meet his foe in
monton Eskimos, Regina Roughdiscussion of the terms and p r o p o s a l s , merelyriders. Winnipeg Bluebombers, Vanbecause the first suggestion was made by
couver
Lions,
and
the
Calgary
his political opponent.
Stampeders. While the Edmonton

-Insight

Concerning the draft, Gov. Adlai Stevenson
outlined a plan for the complete revamping of
our out-dated Selective Service system. His
proposal would provide for an army with more
strength than today's, composed of highly
professional and highly trained volunteers.
To reach this end, an incentive would have to
be found to promote military enlistments. This
incentive could be provided in one way with
the $2.5 billion dollars now being expended
to the draft system. Other measures which
would promote this type of an army, exist
in the revamping of our systems within the
armed forces, and the change in the workloads of the men in the service. It seems
strange that the military genius of World
War II, is unable to foresee any army better
than his.
These are the things around which Adlai
Stevenson and Estes Kefauver have built
their campaign.
These proposals of Governor Stevenson
make sense, real sense, to anyone broad
enough to look at the two sides of a story before forming an opinion. As Adlai Stevenson
himself said in his acceptance speech. "When
the tumult and the shouting die, when the
bands are gone and the lights are dimmed,
there is the stark reality of responsibility . . .
let's face it. Let's talk sense to the American
people."
Next week: The true Electoral set-up. How
the Nation will go. Then into the states to
see what will happen locally.

ENCELL

1. New Orleans J a n
jazz had Us formal birth in New Orleans; however, prior to this birth
there was a period before the recognized form evolved. Responsible for this
birth was the Negro The Negro had always expressed himself in his chants,
rhythms, and songs, for this had been the custom in his nutive Africa. But
as the Negro was transplanted to other parts of the world during the slavetrading days, his music was influenced by many outside forces. With this
in mind, we will proceed quickly to the Civil War era to trace just how the
Negro gave birth to jazz.

Eskimos have been Dominion champions for the last two years, they
have been seriously challenged by
(he Monireal Alouettes. led by Sam
Etchevary, and Hal Paterson, who
we rate as the best two-way ball
players in Canada.
Ever since the first infiltration of

Americans into the Canadian game,
passing has become more and more
the keynote of success. A few of
the more prominent names in passing
include Frank Filchok, Frank Albert,
Jackie Parker, Tom Dublinski. and
Ronnie Knox. While runners such
as Alex Webster, Pat Abruzzi, Ken
Carpenter, and A l Pollard have gained
many valuable yards via the ground
route. Opening the holes for these
speedy backs have been such men as
Arnie Weinmeister, Tex Coulter,
Hardiman Cureton, and Bill Schipp.
The above gentlemen, combined with
abundance of good Canadian ball
players, have made football
the
largest fan drawing sport in Canda.
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News From Other Campuses
Kingston, R.I. (I.P.)—Broadening of
the engineering curricula at the University of Rhode Island has been approved by the College of Engineering
faculty, it was announced here by
Dean T. Stephen Crawford. In line
with recommendations of the American Society for Engineering Educa-

"the monumental developments of
the last few years in nuclear energy
have made the study of this subject
tion, the University of Rhode Island basic to engineers".
curricula will also place more stress
The revised URI curricula stipulate
on certain studies in science, especial- required electives which would result
ly in modern physics, Dean Crawford in from 18 to 24 credits of liberal
said.
arts subjects or more than one semes"The trend in engineering educa- ter's work of the four-year degree
tion is toward including more liberal program. "Of the so-called liberal
arts courses," he stated. In addition, studies in the humanistic-social field,

at least a half year may be selected ing sciences will be included, and a
from the courses in history, eco- half year's work in engineering
nomics, political science, literature, analysis,
design
and
engineering
sociology,
philosophy,
psychology, systems."
foreign languages or fine arts," Dr.
Crawford said.
More than 400,000 Americans now
"All curricula will contain at least
the equivalent of an academic year living are proof that cancer can be
of mathematics and basic science, cured. Guard your health by having
about equally divided. In addition, I regular health examinations, urges the
about one year's work in the engineer- I Rhode Island Cancer Society.
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Pyramid Players To Hold Kent County Club Prov. Club Conn. Club Plans
Tryouts Tonight At 7:30 P.M. Holds 1st Meeting To Sponsor Turkey Trot
Mystery Ride
By Bob Laffey

Tryouts for the Pyramid Players'
first production of the season. T h *
Caine Mutiny Court Martial, will be
held tonight and tomorrow night
(October 22 and 23) in the auditorium
of Harkins Hall The Pyramid Players have placed on reserve in the
library five copies of the script of
the play for the convenience of anyone interested in familiarizing themselves with the play before trying
The
play is based on Herman
Wouk's Pulitzer Prize winning novel
The Caine Mutiny. Although the action of the play consumes only one
chapter of the book, and takes about
five minutes in Ihe film of the same
name, it has been so skillfully adapted by the author that all the important action of the 489 page work
is forcefully brought home to the
viewer in two acts

WDOM Announces
Limited Schedule

The basis of the courtroom action
revolves around the hitherto little
known Article 184 of the Navy Regulations, which states that certain circumstances may arise in which the
relief of duty of a commanding officer of a ship by a subordinate officer
may become necessary.

The play asks the question: "Was
Ll Maryk justified in relieving Captain Queeg of command of the destroyer Cain* when it was about tD
founder in a typhoon?"
The number of parts in the playwill depend upon the number of people who try out. There are at least
fifteen parts open, with twelve of
these being principal roles The Pyramid Players urge anyone who is interested in acting to attend either of
the two tryouts. It was stressed by
that organization that previous acting experience, while helpful, is not
necessary.

—Baseball

(Continued from Page 5)
books, rich with Gene Autry-sold
gum receipts The Cubs, aside from
WDOM plans to carry on a limited Ernie Banks and occasional help from
broadcasting schedule for the next Gene Baker, Banks' keystone partner,
few weeks as has been its policy since and Bob Rush, are a pretty sorry
school opened. It is hoped that with sight in the fairly well rounded
the addition of new members the Senior Loop.
broadcasting day can be lengthened
Yale trainers in New Haven tell a
to four or six hours, Monday through story of the Wrigley clan's conservaThursday.
tive money habits. It seems a Wrigley
John Enccll. Station Manager, said
he was very pleased with the response of underclassmen to the plea
for students interested in radio work
made by Ihe station last week. To
date over forty have applied for staff
positions.
Tryouts and further screening wUl
continue for the next two weeks.
The final decision will be made on
the prospective members and the remits will be announced during the
first week in November. It is the
sincere hope of the station that the
members chosen for the staff will
carry on the station successfully in
coming years.

was heeling for the E l i basketball
squad as manager a couple of years
ago and the young Chicagoan was
availed upon to come up with some
gum
via the compliments of
the
Wrigley management. The next afternoon Wrigley turned up with the free
gum — cne stick.

Hack wasn't the only victim ousted
for show in the big time. A l Lopez,
who piloted the second best club in
the American League for five seasons, finally threw in the towel. Talkative Hank Greenberg should have
been the goat. The best Greenberg
could muster during the recently concluded campaign was to drive A l
Rosen to near retirement Inflicting
WDOM S C H E D U L E
unmerciful ridicule on practically all
P. M.
of the Indians, the former slugging
Monday
great has mishandled deal after deal,
6:15—SIGN O N ; Music for the Cool
waiver after waiver. Shalt we mention
School, Frank Williams
two prime Greenberg boots?
Don't
7:00—Music
forget Sal (the O'Malley Savior) Mag8:00—SIGN O F F
lie and Harry Simpson, who missed
Tuesday
a train once and the following winter
6:15—SIGN ON; Music for Relaxing was ticketed to Kansas City. Whoever
7:00—Music
gets stuck with the Cleveland man8:00—SIGN O F F
agerial reins has the sympathy of not
Wednesday
only a legion of Cleveland fans, but
6 15—SIGN ON; Twilight Serenade, also that of Senor Lopez.
D. J . Dooley
Rumors have reached the baseball
7:00—Music
world that Horace Stoneham of the
8:00—SIGN O F F
Giants is about to embark on one
Thursday
6:15—SIGN ON; Music for the Cool of the greatest talent acquisition
hunts in recent baseball history. The
School, Frank Williams
time is right The Giants need it.
7:00—Music
With a nucleus of Willie Mays, the
8:00—SIGN O F F
September flash, and Johnny Antonetli. probably the top lefty in the National circuit, the Giants could benefit greatly from the addition of an
adequate hitting infielder and a new
front line picket

Student Trainee
Positions Open

The
United States Civil Service
Commission has announced a new
examination for Student Trainee positions in the following fields: Architecture. Cartography. Chemistry. Engineering, Mathematics. Metallurgy,
Meteorology,
Oceanography,
and
Physics. The entrance salaries during
the training period vary from $2,960
to S3.415 a year.
Student Trainees will participate in
special training programs consisting
of on-the-job training in a Federal
establishment and scholastic training
at a college or university To qualify,
applicants must have had appropriate
high school or college education and
must pass a written test
Further information and application forms may be obtained at many
post offices throughout the country,
or from the U. S. Civil Service Commission. Washington 25. D. C. Applications will be accepted by the
Civil Service Commission until further notice

Thus it goes The back-room play
is underway The quarterbacks, who
call the plays in baseball operations,
have begun flinging and the "inside
race is on."

The Kent County Club held its first
meeting of the present academic year
on Tuesday, October 16. It was President Brian Wynn's pleasure to welcome the new members. Since it was
the first meeting of the year, the session was conducted on a more or less
informal basis to allow the new fellows to become accustomed to the
processes of one of the most popular
regional clubs on campus Various
activities for the ensuing year were
discussed.

There will be a mystery ride Friday night. October 26, sponsored by
the Providence Club of Providence
College. Since an affair of this sort
has not been run in quite a while,
the club is anticipating a large attendance. Persons attending are requested to assemble in the parking
lot in the rear of Harkins Hall at
7:30 p. m. in order that they may
leave at 8 o'clock. Tickets will be
$1.50.
Students are also reminded that
anyone who pays his dues on or before the 26th will receive a free
ticket.

Officers of the Kent County Club
are: president, Brian Wynn; vicepresident. Dan Burns secretary, Dick
Jaworski. and treasurer, Guy Archambault. Father Danilowicz serves in
the capacity of moderator of the club.
Mr. Jaworski, the only non-senior officer, was elected secretary at the
meeting. He is a member of the class
of 1960.
A l l students, eligible for
membership in the K.C.C. and who
did not attend the first session, are
Princeton, N J , October 12. The
cordially invited to Ihe next one on
National Teacher Examinations, preOctober 30.
pared and administered annually by
Educational Testing Service, will be
given at 200 testing centers throughout the United States on Saturday,
February 9, 1957.
At the one-day testing session a
candidate may take the Common
Examinations, which include tests in
Last Tuesday, the Cranston Club Professional
Information, General
of Providence College held their first Culture,
English Expression, and
meeting of the year with club presi- Non-verbal Reasoning; and one or
dent John Gormly presiding over a two of eleven Optional Examinations
large turnout of old and new mem- designed to demonstrate mastery of
bers.
subject mailer to be taught The colPlans for several functions to be lege which a candidate is attending,
scheduled during the year were dis- or the school system in which he is
cussed including plans for a father seeking employment, will advise him
and son night, a turkey raffle and a whether he should take the National
winter dance. However, no definite Teacher Examinations and which of
plans were set. Action is expected on the Optional Examinations to select.

Nat. Teacher Exams
To Be Held On Feb. 9

Cranstonians Meet
To Discuss Activities

several matters at the next meeting
scheduled for November 13.
The club president also extended an
invitation to all Providence College
students living in or near Cranston
tc become active members of the club.
President Gormly said that any student wishing to join may give his
name to him or to any of the other
club officers who include Bob Hoyle,
vice president; John Callahan, secretary and Russ Guiletle, ti

—Debate
(Continued frum Page 1)
Mr Bannon and Mr. Goulet, upholding the affirmative side of the National topic—Resolved:
"that
the
U. S should discontinue direct foreign
economic aid."
Mr. Blessington, secretary of the
Barristers, has announced the postpenment of a debate with Rhode
Island College of Education until December at the request of R.I.C.E. A
challenge has been extended by P. C
to Holy Cross College, Worcester,
Mass., for a home and home debate
on the national topic.
It has also
been announced that Mr. Bannon
vice-president of the Barristers, has
been placed in charge of the novice
members of the organization.
A schedule of evening meetings is
being arranged by Barrister officers
for

the

benefit

of those

interested

students who are unable to attend
the afternoon sessions.

A Bulletin of Information (in which
an application is inserted) describing
registration procedure and containing
sample test questions may be obtained from college officials, school
superintendents, or directly from the
National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing Service. 20 Nassau
Street, Princeton, New Jersey. Completed applications, accompanied by
proper examination fees, will be accepted by the E T S office during November and December, and in January so long as they are received before January 11, 1957.

Art Phelan. president of the Waterbury Club this year, welcomed new
and former members of the club at
the first meeting to be held this
year Freshmen were introduced to
the other members and to the newly elected officers for the year. Fran
Brennan is the vice-president, the
treasurer is John White and Dick
Shaker is the secretary.
Father Reilly. the moderator of
the club, also extended his welcome
to the members and expressed his
sincere enthusiasm in working with
the members.
The
highlight
of
the
evening
was the discussion of the annual
Thanksgiving dance which always
proves to be a success for the club
November 24th was the date set for
the affair to be held in Waterbury.
A committee was formed to look
into the matter of arrangements and
decorations
This will be done by
Bill Sweeney. '57, Dan Dwyer. '58,
Dick Quatrono, '58, Dick Foti. '58,
and Jack McMann, '60. Because of
the enthusiasm shown, a large number is expected. A cordial invitation
was extended to everyone who would
like to attend.

j Plans were discussed for bringing
' the Glee Club to Waterbury sometime after Christmas. In order to do
this, however, it was stressed that
complete cooperation on the part of
every member will be necessary.
A motion was made and seconded
and the meeting adjourned at 8:15.

Fall River Club
Elects Officers
The Providence College Fall River
Club initiated its 56-57 season by
holding elections. Those elected were
John
McCann,
president;
Major
Wheelock, vice-president; Jerry I.mm
go, secretary; and John Hannon,
treasurer. The Fall River Club wilt
have F r . Schmidt. O.P., for its moderator.
Last week the club held its first
function, having a special meeting in
honor of the freshmen. The officers
reported on the monetary situation
and discussed plans for an early fall
dance to be held in the near future.

